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BIG IDEA 2: 
Units can be used to 
measure and compare 
attributes.

The Best in Show
 measure to compare and order objects

 choose and use measuring tools

Animal Measures 
 estimate and measure length

 compare measures according to length

Getting Ready for School
 estimate and measure length, duration,  

and distance around

 compare, order, and describe measures

Goat Island
 measure time, temperature, and length

 explore units of measure and  
their relationships

The Discovery
 estimate and measure length,  

perimeter, and area

 compare and describe length,  
perimeter, and area

The Bunny Challenge
 estimate, measure, and compare area

 estimate, measure, and compare  
perimeter

Measurements About YOU! 
 estimate, measure, and compare attributes

 identify and relate measures

Measurement
BIG IDEA 1: 
Many things in our world 
have attributes that 
can be measured and 
compared.

To Be Long
• compare objects by length

• order objects by length

The Amazing Seed 
 estimate and compare attributes

 estimate and measure using non-standard  
units 

    

Data Management and Probability
BIG IDEA 1: 
Collecting and displaying 
data can help us predict 
and interpret situations.

Hedge and Hog
 collect and interpret data

 sort a collection

Graph It! 
 interpret concrete graphs and picture  

graphs

 build concrete graphs and picture graphs

Big Buddy Days
 build pictographs

 interpret pictographs

Welcome to The Nature Park
 interpret charts, tables, pictographs,  

and bar graphs 

 draw conclusions from data displays

Marsh Watch
 collect, organize, and display data  

in graphs 

 read and ask questions about graphs

Chance
	 explore	the	likelihood	of	different	 

outcomes

 investigate the fairness of games

BIG IDEA 3: 
Objects can be located in 
space and looked at from 
different perspectives.

The New Nest
 locate objects in space

 recognize shapes

Memory Book
 locate and map objects in the environment

 investigate 2-D shapes and 3-D solids

Robo
 describe the location of objects

 explore and describe the movement of objects

Geometry

BIG IDEA 2: 
Shapes and solids can 
be transformed in many 
ways.

The Tailor Shop
 transform and describe shapes

 describe and compare shapes

Sharing Our Stories
 explore lines of symmetry in 2-D shapes

 explore 2-D shapes

Gallery Tour
 describe and compare transformations

 identify, describe, and compare 2-D shapes

BIG IDEA 1: 
Shapes and solids can be 
explored and compared 
based on attributes.

Zoom In, Zoom Out
 identify shapes

 locate objects

What Was Here?
	 find	and	describe	shapes	and	solids

 explore and classify shapes and solids

I Spy Awesome Buildings
	 find	and	classify	2-D	shapes	in	 

3-D objects

 investigate and make 2-D shapes

WONDERful Buildings
 identify, describe, and compare  

2-D shapes and 3-D solids

 compose and decompose  
2-D shapes and 3-D solids

The Castle Wall
 explore, describe, and compare  

shapes and solids

 create and describe 3-D structures
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Big Idea: Patterns can be described mathematically.TITle
learnIng PaThwayA Lot of Noise •	 identify	and	extend	repeating	patterns•	 reproduce	and	create	repeating	patternsWe Can Bead! •	 describe,	extend,	and	create	repeating	patterns

•	 sort	objects	by	attributesMidnight and Snowfall •	 identify	and	describe	repeating	patterns•	 compare	and	create	patternsThe Best Surprise •	 explore	growing	and	shrinking	patterns•	 investigate	number	patternsPattern Quest •	 investigate	repeating	patterns•	 investigate	growing	and	shrinking	patternsNamir’s Marvellous 
Masterpieces 

•	 investigate	growing	and	shrinking	patterns	 (further developed)•	 use	equations	to	represent	simple	growing	and	shrinking patterns
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Teacher’s Guide2 

Mathology Little Books

This series recognizes that children’s understanding of math concepts 

develops over time, as shown in the Pearson Canada K–3 Learning 

Progression (www.pearsoncanada.ca/mathology). Drawing on the 

Learning Progression, the series allows you to choose the book that 

best matches a child’s or group’s level of mathematical understanding. 

The books engage children at just the right level in a wide range of 

mathematical ideas, thinking, and activities in a variety of real world and 

imaginary contexts.

We Can Bead! engages children in conversations, investigations, and 

activities that help to develop their understanding of the big math idea 

that “Patterns can be described mathematically.”

Learning Pathway: Patterns can be described mathematically

Namir’s Marvellous 

Masterpieces
• investigate growing 

and shrinking patterns 

(further developed)

• use equations to 

represent simple 

growing and shrinking 

patterns

Pattern Quest
• investigate repeating 

patterns
• investigate growing 

and shrinking 
patterns

A Lot of Noise
• identify and extend 

repeating patterns

• reproduce and 

create repeating 

patterns

The Best Surprise
• explore growing and 

shrinking patterns

• investigate number 

patterns

We Can Bead!
• describe, extend, and 

create repeating 

patterns
• sort objects by 

attributes

Midnight and 
Snowfall
• identify and 

describe repeating 

patterns
• compare and 

create patterns

A Lot of Noise
Lalie Harcourt and Ricki Wortzman

Illustrated by Tina Holdcroft

We Can Bead!
Nadine McSpadden

M
idnight

Snow
fall

Midnight  
and Snowfall

Lalie Harcourt 
and  

Ricki Wortzman

Lalie Harcourt and Ricki Wortzman

Illustrated by Jean Morin

The Best Surprise

Namir’s Marvellous 
Masterpieces

Amanda MacDougall

Illustrated by Leanne Franson

Pattern
Quest

Barbara Filion
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We Can Bead! 3

We Can Bead! Planning Guide

This series offers a variety of options to support different groupings with 

varied math focuses. This helps to promote differentiated learning.

LaRGe GROuP OPtiOns are lessons that engage a large group (perhaps 

the whole class) in an investigation that can be continued and revisited 

another time. Such experiences can help to establish a community of 

learners who share vocabulary and practices.

sMaLL GROuP OPtiOns offer you the chance to listen more deeply to 

children’s thinking and to observe, up-close, how they can demonstrate 

their learning. You can probe children’s thinking and understanding; 

model strategies and language; and encourage learners.

LeaRninG CentRes OPtiOns present five activities. These options 

offer children the opportunity to practise and consolidate their learning 

independently while you meet with small groups or individuals.

Note: After introducing and working on any one of these options, you 

may decide to introduce another to the same group, or to reorganize the 

group before introducing a new option. Your choices depend on your 

curriculum, your children’s learning needs, and resources on hand.

MatH FOCus LaRGe GROuP 

OPtiOns

sMaLL GROuP 

OPtiOns

LeaRninG 
CentRes OPtiOns

•	 describe,	extend,	

and	create	repeating	

patterns

•		Find	the	Pattern	Core,	

page	22

•	Action	Patterns,	

page 23

•		Repeating	Pattern	or	

Not?	page	25	

•	What’s	Missing?	

page 26

•	What	Comes	Next?	

page	28

•	My	Necklace	Pattern,	

page	29

•	Pattern	Problems,	

page 29

•	 sort	objects	by	

attributes

•		Which	Object	Does	Not	

Belong?	page	24

•		Sort	by	One	Attribute,	

page	27

 
 

•		Let’s	Sort,	page	28	

•	 Technology	(Online	

Activity):	Sort	It	Out,	

page	29

MatH FOCus

Describe, extend, and 

Create Repeating Patterns

•	 Identify	and	describe	re
peating	

patterns

•	Copy	and	extend	repea
ting	

patterns

•	Create	and	describe	re
peating	

patterns

sort Objects by attributes

•		Describe	how	objects	a
re	

similar and different

•		Identify	a	sorting	rule

•	 Find	items	that	belong	
to	a	set	

of	objects	

Line Masters

Customizable	line	maste
rs	(LMs)	are	available	at	

 

www.pearsoncanada.ca/
mathologylittlebooks	and

	in	the	online	

Teacher’s	Guide	at	www.
pearsoncanada.ca/pears

onetext.	For	

reference,	thumbnails	of
	all	line	masters	are	show

n	on	page 32	

of	this	Teacher’s	Guide.	E
very	Teacher’s	Guide	inc

ludes	an	

Assessment	Master	(LM
	1)	and	a	Connecting	Ho

me	and	School	

Letter	Template	(LM	2).

Mathematics
PEARSON CANADA

Learning Progression

Mathematics
PEARSON CANADA

Learning Progression

GRADES

4–9

BIG IDEA 2: 
Symbols and expressions 
can be used to represent 
mathematical relations.

Nutty and Wolfy
 explore equality and inequality

 compare quantities to 20 

Kokum’s Bannock
 model and describe equality  

and inequality

 explore properties of addition  
and subtraction

A Week of Challenges
 use properties of equality to  

solve problems

 use the language of algebra

Patterning and Algebra
KINDERGARTEN GRADE 1 GRADE 2 GRADE 3

BIG IDEA 1: 
Patterns can 
be described 
mathematically.

A Lot of Noise
 identify and extend repeating patterns

 reproduce and create repeating patterns

Midnight and Snowfall
 identify and describe repeating patterns

 compare and create patterns

The Best Surprise
 explore growing and shrinking patterns

 investigate number patterns

Namir’s Marvellous Masterpieces
 investigate growing and shrinking  

patterns (further developed)

 use equations to represent simple  
growing and shrinking patterns 

We Can Bead!
 describe, extend, and create repeating  

patterns

 sort objects by attributes

Pattern Quest
 investigate repeating patterns

 investigate growing and  
shrinking patterns

6

7

The Mathology Little Book series:
	 Features	72	fiction	and	non-fiction	little	books	

organized around the big ideas in each math strand

 Allows teachers to match books to a child’s or 
group’s level of math understanding

 Includes an engaging student website for each 
book, featuring an audio version of text and an 
interactive activity

	 Offers	a	corresponding	Teacher’s	Guide	for	each	
book in print and digital format
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BIG IDEA:
Numbers tell us how many and 
how much.

K–3PURPOSE:
Counting and subitizing help us quantify 
collections of objects.

Conceptual Thread: APPLYING THE PRINCIPLES OF COUNTING

Number

Says the 
number name 
sequence 
starting with 1 
and counting 
forward.

Coordinates 
number words 
with counting  
actions, saying 
one word for 
each object  
(i.e., one-to-one 
correspondence/ 
tagging). 

Says the 
number name 
sequence 
backward from 
numbers to 10.

Knows that the 
last counting 
word tells “how 
many” objects 
in a set (i.e., 
cardinality). 

Says the 
number  
name sequence 
forward 
through the  
teen numbers.

Creates a set  
to match  
a verbal number 
or written 
numeral.

Says the 
number name 
sequences 
forward and 
backward from 
a given number.

Knows that 
rearranging 
objects in a  
set does not  
change the 
quantity (i.e., 
conservation  
of number).

Uses number 
patterns  
to bridge tens 
when counting 
forward and 
backward  
(e.g., 39, 40, 41).

Uses number 
patterns  
to bridge 
hundreds  
when counting 
forward and 
backward  
(e.g., 399, 400, 
401).

Fluently skip-counts by factors of 10 (e.g., 2, 5, 10) and 
multiples of 10 from any given number. (e.g., finding the 
value of a collection of dimes)

Fluently skip-counts by factors of 100 (e.g., 20, 25, 50)  
and multiples of 100 from any given number.

Conceptual Thread: RECOGNIZING AND WRITING NUMERALS

Conceptual Thread: RECOGNIZING QUANTITIES BY SUBITIZING

Names, writes, and matches 
numerals to numbers and quantities 
to 10.

Instantly recognizes quantities to 5 
(i.e., perceptual subitizing).

Uses grouping (e.g., arrays of dots) to determine quantity without counting by ones (i.e., conceptual subitizing).

Names, writes, and matches two-digit numerals to quantities. Names, writes, and matches three-digit numerals to quantities.
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BIG IDEA 5: 
Quantities and numbers 
can be multiplied (by 
grouping units) and 
divided (by splitting into 
units) to determine how 
many or how much.

Sports Camp
 model and solve equal  

grouping/sharing problems 

 relate adding to multiplying,  
subtracting to dividing

Calla’s Jingle Dress
 multiply and divide to 50

 add and subtract to 100

BIG IDEA 4: 
Quantities and numbers 
can be added and 
subtracted to determine 
how many or how much.

That’s 10!
 add and subtract to 10

 compose and decompose 10

Array’s Bakery 
 solve addition/subtraction problems

 solve equal grouping/sharing  
problems

Math Makes Me Laugh
 add/subtract to 1000

 estimate, compare,  
and order numbers to 1000

Hockey Time! 
 add and subtract to 20

 compose and decompose to 20

Marbles, Alleys, Mibs, and Guli!
 add/subtract 2-digit numbers

 solve equal grouping/sharing problems

The Street Party 
 add/subtract to 1000

 compare/order numbers  
to 1000 (further developed)

Cats and Kittens!
 add and subtract to 20

 compare quantities to 20

A Class-full of Projects
 add/subtract to 100

 compose/decompose based on  
units of 10

Planting Seeds
 add/subtract to 1000

 develop concept of  
multiplication

Buy 1—Get 1
 add and subtract to 20

 develop addition and subtraction  
strategies

The Money Jar
 add/subtract to 100  

(further developed)

 compose/decompose based on  
units of 10

Canada’s Oldest Sport 
 add and subtract to 20

 compare and order sets to 20

The Great Dogsled Race
 add/subtract to 100

 compare/order numbers

BIG IDEA 3: 
Quantities and numbers 
can be grouped by units 
or split into units.

At the Corn Farm
 group quantities based on units of 10 

 compare and order sets/quantities to 20

Ways to Count
 estimate and group to count to 100

 skip-count to 100

Hockey Homework 
 split wholes into equal parts (fractions)

 compare fractions

How Many Is Too Many?
 estimate and group to skip-count to 50

 compare quantities to 50

Family Fun Day 
 split quantities into equal groups  

to count to 100

 compose/decompose to 100

Finding Buster
 compose to 1000 based on place-value

 compare/order numbers to 1000

Back to Batoche
 group quantities based on units of 10

 compare/order numbers to 100

How Numbers Work
 compose/decompose 3-digit numbers

	 find	and	use	number	patterns

The Best Birthday 
 split wholes into equal parts (fractions)

 model equal grouping/sharing

BIG IDEA 2: 
Numbers are related in 
many ways.

Spot Check! 
 compare quantities to 10

 count sets to 10

Paddling the River
 count, compare, and order to 20

 compose and decompose to 20

What Would You Rather? 
 compare quantities to 100

 estimate and count to 100

Fantastic Journeys
 estimate quantities to 1000

 compare/order quantities to 1000

Time for Games
 compare quantities to 10  

(further developed)

 count sets to 10 (further developed)

A Family Cookout
 compare and order quantities to 25

 estimate and count to 50

Let’s Play Waltes!
 count and compare to 10

 compose and decompose to 10

KINDERGARTEN GRADE 1 GRADE 2 GRADE 3

BIG IDEA 1: 
Numbers tell us how 
many and how much.

A Warm, Cozy Nest
 count sets to 5

 recognize numerals to 5

On Safari!
 count sets to 20

 add 1 or 2

Lots of Dots!
 subitize and count sets to 10

 compose and decompose to 10

Animals Hide
 count sets to 10

 compare quantities to 10

Dan’s Doggy Daycare
 count and compare sets to 10

 compose and decompose 10

Acorns for Wilaiya
 count sets to 10

 compare sets to 10

Also available in French. 
To learn more about Mathology Little Books and  

other Mathology resources, please visit: 

Turn over to see other Strands.Number

ISBN: 0134894014  |  9780134894010pearsoncanada.ca/mathology
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